"ACCELERATOR! HUG ME!"
SAYS MISAKA AS MISAKA APPROACHES WITH HER ARMS OUT.

WORST IS ASLEEP. YONIKAWA AND YOSHIAKAWA JUST LEFT TO GO SHOPPING.

AND SHE NEVER WAKES UP UNTIL PAST NOON.

KYAAAHH!

WAIT A SECOND

ALRIGHT, COME ON, YOU BRAT!
I knew this was going to happen so I've been lifting 500g dumbbells everyday.

TCH, don't mock me.

"Pick me up higher too!"

Says Misaka, as Misaka gives an impossible task for the bean sprout.

Misaka can't decide whether that is amazing or not.

"Hah, this isn't high at all!"

Look how high you are!

Says Misaka as Misaka pretends to not see you sweating.

Someone like you is light.

Haha!

Misaka too, Misaka too...
WILL YOU DO IT FOR MISAKA TOO?

...MISAKA TOO

CARRYING UP AND GOING "SO HIGH SO HIGH!"

YOU'VE BEEN TRAINING WITH 500G DUMBBELLS EVERY DAY, RIGHT? YOU MUST BE STRONG.

AH, I SEE THAT'S HOW YOU ARE, ACCELERATOR.

ASK ME AGAIN ONCE YOU'VE LOST ALL THOSE MUSCLES.

FUCK THAT!

OH, DEAR.

YOU SHOW FAVORITISM AMONG THE MISAKAS.

YOU ONLY CARE ABOUT THE "WITTLE" MISAKA.

DA... MN IT...
MISAKA'S GONNA MAKE YOUR BACK AND LEGS TREMBLE, BEAN SPROUT.

HAA!

OH, IF YOU USE YOUR POWER, I'LL SPREAD THAT PHOTO I JUST TOOK AROUND.

AH, FUCK! I'LL DO IT!

GET OVER HERE!

---

FROM NOW ON, YOU SHOULD USE 1KG DUMBBELLS" SAYS MISAKA AS MISAKA GIVES A SUGGESTION

AH, THAT WAS FUN!

DON'T YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE TO SAY?
SAID MISAKA
SAID MISAKA
SHOWING YOU HER NEW DRESS!

PRAISE ME,
PRAISE ME!

...OR...

_TAA-DAH!

-WHAAM!

...UH? DON'T TELL ME YOU DON'T LIKE IT, SAID MISAKA SAID MISAKA...

WHOA!

I THOUGHT I WAS WITNESSING THE BIRTH OF VENUS!

WHAT THE- WHAT THE HELL DO YOU MEAN!?

IT'S SO BEAUTIFUL, IT'S MARVELLOUS! ISN'T IT OBVIOUS?! IT JUST LEFT ME SPEECHLESS!